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Abstract

This article proposes a numerical framework to determine the optimal magnetization

preparation in a three-dimensional magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo

(MP-RAGE) sequence to obtain the best achievable contrast between target tissues

based on differences in their relaxation times. The benefit lies in the adaptation of

the algorithm of optimal control, GRAdient Ascent Pulse Engineering (GRAPE), to the

optimization of magnetization preparation in a cyclic sequence without full recovery

between each cycle. This numerical approach optimizes magnetization preparation of

an arbitrary number of radio frequency pulses to enhance contrast, taking into

account the establishment of a steady state in the longitudinal component of the

magnetization. The optimal control preparation offers an optimized mixed T1=T2 con-

trast in this traditional T1-weighted sequence. To show the versatility of the pro-

posed method, numerical and in vitro results are described. Examples of contrasts

acquired on brain regions of a healthy volunteer are presented for potential applica-

tions at 3 T.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Since the early work of Mugler and Brookeman,1 magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo (MP-RAGE) has been the most common sequence

for T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain. This sequence allows high spatial resolution and high contrast images with dura-

tions adapted to a clinical context. An MP-RAGE sequence is divided into cycles (or segments). Each cycle contains three periods: (1) a time

devoted to partial magnetization recovery; (2) a magnetization preparation period for contrast control; and (3) several data acquisitions with a

short time of repetition and low flip angle using a spoiled gradient echo scheme. The repetition of these cycles leads to the establishment of a lon-

gitudinal steady state that requires disrupting transverse coherence prior to each excitation of the acquisition. In practice, disrupting transverse

coherence is achieved by incrementing the RF pulse phase and using gradient spoiler.2

Abbreviations: CNR, contrast-to-noise ratio; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; DBS, deep brain stimulation; FGATIR, Fast Gray matter Acquisition T1 Inversion Recovery; FLASH, Fast Low Angle SHot

magnetic resonance imaging; GM, gray matter; GRAPE, GRAdient Ascent Pulse Engineering; L-BFGS, Limited-Memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno algorithm; MP-RAGE, magnetization-

prepared rapid gradient-echo; Np.-OC-Prep, N-pulse optimal control preparation; OC, optimal control; SNR, signal-to-noise ratio; SQP, sequential quadratic programming; Ts , time of a segment;

WM, white matter.
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Different preparations have been described in the literature: inversion-recovery,3 T2Prep,
4 and IR-T2Prep.

5 In clinical routine, the MP-RAGE

sequence is used with an inversion-recovery preparation to perform T1-weighted MRI. In standard protocols, the inversion time is set in order to

saturate the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and yields a good contrast between the gray matter (GM) and the white matter (WM), for example, in the

context of a diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease.6 Thanks to a shorter inversion time, MP-RAGE allows T1-weighted MRI of the brain with WM satu-

ration. This latter optimization of the MP-RAGE, known as Fast Gray matter Acquisition T1 Inversion Recovery (FGATIR), offers a good GM/WM

contrast and is used to visualize the targets of deep brain stimulations (DBS).7

Each cycle fills a fraction of the k-space, and the contrast control is a difficult numerical problem because of coupling between cycles. In the

simple case of an inversion recovery, the dependence between the time of a segment (TS), the inversion time (TI), the repetition time (TR), the flip

angle (α), and the number of lines acquired by segment (n) has been given by Deichmann et al.8 They put into evidence a complex dependence

between all these parameters. With this model, the inversion recovery time can be determined, but nothing guarantees that it is the best prepara-

tion module with which to achieve the desired contrast between the target tissues.

In this context, we developed a numerical framework that optimizes a preparation module composed of an arbitrary number of pulses to

reach the optimal contrast between target tissues based on their relaxation times.9 This optimization stems from an optimal control algorithm

(GRAdient Ascent Pulse Engineering [GRAPE]10), which relies on a solution of the Bloch equations and a gradient-based descent on a differentia-

ble cost function. This numerical framework takes back the parametrization of a previous optimal control framework that optimizes delays, angles,

and phases of a set of RF pulses.11 The benefit of our method lies in the inclusion of the longitudinal steady state, which allows determination of

the optimal preparation in a fast gradient echo sequence. This optimal control preparation introduces T1- and T2-weighted contrast in this tradi-

tionally purely T1-weighted sequence.

Thus, this article provides a rigorous numerical framework to optimize a preparation composed of an arbitrary set of RF pulses to yield the

optimal contrast between target tissues based on their relaxation times difference in an MP-RAGE sequence. To show the versatility of the pro-

posed method, in vitro validations on tubes and in vivo acquisitions on the brain of healthy volunteer, at 3 T, are detailed. Different contrasts

achievable with the proposed method are demonstrated, and analysis of the possible contrast enhancement compared with standard inversion

recovery is proposed.

2 | THEORY

2.1 | Modeling of a standard T1 MP-RAGE

The notations and notions used in this paper are first introduced through the modeling of a standard MP-RAGE acquisition scheme. For a simple

inversion-recovery preparation, the cyclic nature of the sequence with no full recovery of the magnetization between each cycle leads to a sta-

tionary state. In this simple case, the stationary state only concerns the longitudinal magnetization: transverse magnetization is considered to be

properly spoiled during the gradient echo readout as well as on both sides of the inversion pulse, which only exploits T1 regrowth. The evolution

of the longitudinal magnetization at different steps of a cycle of duration TS, Mz,j¼1,2,…4, is described in Figure 1. In the following, Mkþ1
z,1 represents

F IGURE 1 Schematic diagram of the T1 MP-RAGE sequence. IR, inversion recovery; MP-RAGE, magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo.
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the longitudinal magnetization straight after the inversion at the cycle k+1. Mk
z,4 represents the longitudinal magnetization just before the inver-

sion at the end of the cycle k. Below are detailed the relations between the values of the longitudinal magnetization at each step in a cycle k+1:

Mkþ1
z,1 ¼�eff:Mk

z,4 inversion

Mkþ1
z,2 ¼M0 1�EAð ÞþEAM

kþ1
z,1 T1 regrowth

Mkþ1
z,3 ¼M�

0 1�Kn
1

� �þKn
1M

kþ1
z,2 evolution during the acquisitions

Mkþ1
z,4 ¼M0 1�EBð ÞþEBM

kþ1
z,3 T1 regrowth,

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

with EA ¼ e�
TA
T1 , EB ¼ e�

TB
T1 , E1 ¼ e�

TR
T1 , and K1 ¼ cos αð ÞE1. TA (ms) is the delay between the inversion pulse and the beginning of the acquisitions train,

and TB (ms) is the delay between the end of the acquisitions train and the following inversion pulse. α (radian) is the flip angle, and TR (ms) is the

time of repetition of the gradient echo scheme. n refers to the number of lines encoded per cycle. The parameter eff is the efficacy of the inver-

sion (1 is optimal). M�
0 is the value of the steady state towards which the longitudinal magnetization would converge after a very long acquisitions

train; it is related to the magnetization at thermal equilibrium M0 by the following equation:

M�
0 ¼M0S1 ¼M0

1�E1
1� cos αð ÞE1 : ð1Þ

By iteratively inserting the previous equation in the next one, it follows that

Mkþ1
z,4 ¼M0 1�EBð ÞþM�

0EB 1�Kn
1

� �þM0EBK
n
1 1�EAð Þ�eff:EAK

n
1EBM

k
z,4: ð2Þ

Then, solving Mkþ1
z,4 ¼Mk

z,4 gives the following magnetization steady state:

ss¼M0
1�EBð ÞþS1EB 1�Kn

1

� �þEBK
n
1 1�EAð Þ

1þeff:EBK
n
1EA

: ð3Þ

2.2 | OC pulse design for the magnetization preparation: the elements to be optimized

The idea is to use the full description of the magnetization dynamics described by the Bloch equations on the model of the optimal control algo-

rithm (i.e., GRAPE). Equation (4) presents the Bloch equations in the rotating frame of angular frequency ω around the z-axis. Δω¼�γB0�ω.

ω1 ¼ ωx,ωyð Þ¼�γB1. B1 is the RF excitation field.

d
dt

Mx

My

Mz

1

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA¼

� 1
T2

�Δω ωy 0

Δω � 1
T2

�ωx 0

�ωy ωx � 1
T1

M0

T1

0 0 0 1

0
BBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCA

Mx

My

Mz

1

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA, ð4Þ

where M¼ t Mx,My ,Mz,1ð Þ is the extended magnetization vector. Time is discretized so that the RF field can be considered as a piecewise con-

stant function and the Bloch equations are integrated step by step. The RF field can be optimized as an uninterrupted field10,12 or as a sequence

of brief pulses interrupted by free evolution times.11 The latter approach is used in this article. Parameters for a N-pulse preparation can be

summed up in a vector of N�2 RF field components ωi
x,ω

i
y

� �
and Nþ1 delays τi. Then, we have the following relations (Equation 5):

Miþ1 ¼UiMi withUi ¼U ωi
x,ω

i
y ,τ

i
� �

u¼ τ0,ω1
x ,ω

1
y ,τ

i ,…,ωN
x ,ω

N
y ,τ

N
� �

,ui ¼ ωi
x,ω

i
y ,τ

i
� �

,
ð5Þ
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where Ui ¼U uið Þ is the transfer matrix modeling the action of the ith pulse and the free evolution during the following delay τi (Figure 2). Vector u

contains all the variables that will be optimized, as described in the following sections.

2.3 | Modeling of an arbitrary MP-RAGE with OC preparation

In the presence of a complex preparation, the ratio between the magnetization before and after the preparation is no longer constant. We assume

that the effect of the preparation on the magnetization can be modeled by the aforementioned N + 1 transfer matrices, each modeling the effect

of a pulse followed by a time of relaxation (Equation 6).

MOut ¼UNUN�1…U0M0,MOut ¼UMIn: ð6Þ

More precisely,

MOut ¼
Au qu

0 1

 !
MIn, ð7Þ

where MIn and MOut are, respectively, the magnetization before and after the preparation. Considering that any transverse magnetization is ade-

quately spoiled before and after the preparation (Mx ¼My ¼0), it follows Equation (8). One can then retrieve the transfer relation (Equation 9).

0

0

MzOut

1

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA

Au 1,1 Au 1,2 Au 1,3 qu 1

Au 2,1 Au 2,2 Au 2,3 qu 2

Au 3,1 Au 3,2 Au 3,3 qu 3

0 0 0 1

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA

0

0

Mz In

1

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA ð8Þ

MzOut ¼Au3,3Mz Inþqu3 i:e:MzOut ¼ f uð ÞMz Inþh uð Þ ð9Þ

As f uð Þ and h uð Þ remain unchanged during each cycle, this enables updating of the previous expression (Equation 3) of steady state to a general

expression (Equation 12).

Mkþ1
z,4 ¼M0 1�EBð ÞþM0S1EB 1�Kn

1

� �þEBK
n
1 1�EAð ÞþEBK

n
1EA f uð ÞMk

z,4þh uð Þ
� �

ð10Þ

F IGURE 2 Parametrization of the preparation composed of a set of pulses.
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ss¼M0 1�EBð ÞþS1EB 1�Kn
1

� �þEBK
n
1 1�EAð Þ� �þEBK

n
1EAh uð Þ

1�EBK
n
1EAf uð Þ ð11Þ

ss¼Aþλh uð Þ
1�λf uð Þ ð12Þ

A¼M0 1�EBð ÞþS1EB 1�Kn
1

� �þEBK
n
1 1�EAð Þ� �

,λ¼ EBK
n
1EA ð13Þ

A and λ only depend on the acquisition parameters. h uð Þ and f uð Þ only depend on preparation parameters. Then, it is possible to step back until

the ith excitation in a cycle and to express the signal at corresponding echo (Equation 14). For example, j¼1 and j¼ n=2 correspond to the center

of the k-space, respectively, in the case of centrally phase reordering and sequential phase reordering.

Sj ¼ M0S1þ ss uð Þ� 1�EBð Þ
EB

�M0S1

� 	
K� n�jþ1ð Þ
1


 �
sin αð Þe�

TE
T�
2 ð14Þ

2.4 | Description of the optimization problem

The goal is to determine the best RF field to prepare the sequence that maximizes the contrast between two target tissues in the center of the

k-space, taking into account the formation of the steady state. Spins are characterized by relaxation times T1, T2, off-resonance Δω¼�γΔB0, and

equilibrium value M0. With a N-pulse preparation whose parameters are stored in the vector u, the contrast optimization problem can be formu-

lated using various cost functions:

min
u

C u,TR,αð Þ¼ Sa,j
�� ��

ϵ� Sb,j
�� ��

ϵ

n
ð15Þ

or

min
u

C u,TR,αð Þ¼� Sb,j
�� ��

ϵ

subject to Sa,j ¼0

8<
: , ð16Þ

where Sa=b,j is the signal intensity of a tissue a, to be saturated, or a tissue b, to be maximized, after the jth gradient echo acquisition of the read-

out, once the steady state is reached. Sb,j
�� ��

ϵ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S2b,jþϵ2ϵ

q
!
ϵ!0

Sb,j
�� �� is the approximation of the absolute value to avoid the problem of non-

differentiability (ϵ¼10�5). u�ℝN�3þ1 is the optimization variables vector composed of 2N angular frequencies components ωx
i ,ω

y
i

� �
1≤ i≤N and N

+1 delays τið Þ0≤ i≤N. The cost function aims at maximizing the contrast when acquiring the central line of the k-space. In our case, centric

reordering is used (j¼1). Segment duration TS is fixed.

As a result, there follows a linear equality constraint on the delays (Equation 17). To bypass this constraint, we proceed to a change of vari-

ables, consisting of substituting τ¼ τ0,τ1,…,τNð Þ for λ¼ λ0,λ1,…,λNð Þ defined by Equation (18). This way, optimization variables λi are only con-

strained to be strictly positive. Gradient with respect to the λi is computed by multiplying by the Jacobian matrix Jλ τð Þ (Equation 20).

τ0þ τ1þ…þ τN ¼ TS ð17Þ

τi ¼ λi
λ0þ λ1þ…þλN

TS,λi >0 ð18Þ

=C λð Þ ¼ tJ τ λð Þ=C τð Þ ð19Þ

J τ λð Þ ¼ ∂τi
∂λj

� 	
0≤ i≤N,0 ≤ j≤N

¼ δij λ0þλ1þ…þλnð Þ�λi

λ0þλ1þ…þλNð Þ2
ð20Þ
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A constraint on the saturation of one or several tissues can be added (Equation 16). To this end, longitudinal magnetization just before the desired

excitation of the gradient echo acquisition is set to zero (Equation 21). The gradient of each constraint is computed in the same manner as for the

objective function.

Mz,ligne noj ¼M0S1þ ss uð Þ� 1�EBð Þ
EB

�M0S1

� 	
K� n�jþ1ð Þ
1 ¼0 ð21Þ

2.5 | Problem resolution

The optimization is conducted thanks to a gradient descent algorithm structured on the model of the GRAPE algorithm. The algorithm is coded on

Matlab (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA; R2019b) using the solver of the function fmincon. The solver of this constrained nonlinear optimiza-

tion uses a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method.13 At each iteration, an approximation of the Hessian matrix is computed using the

Limited-Memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno algorithm (L-BFGS) method.14 Analytic expression of the partial derivatives of objective

and constraint functions is provided to the solver. To this end, it is necessary to differentiate the previously described steady state (Equation 12)

with respect to the control field u:

=ss¼ Aþλh uð Þð Þ 1

1�λf uð Þð Þ2
=f uð Þþ λ

1�λf uð Þ=h uð Þ: ð22Þ

Remembering Equation (8), f uð Þ¼ tezUez and h uð Þ¼ tezUe0, where ez ¼ t 0,0,1,0ð Þ and e0 ¼ t 0,0,0,1ð Þ. Then the transfer matrix is

U¼

� � � �
� � � �
� � f uð Þ h uð Þ
0 0 0 1

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA: ð23Þ

For an arbitrary N-pulse preparation, U¼UN…U1U0, Ui ¼U uið Þ is the transfer matrix modeling the effect of ith pulse and delay whose parameters

are regrouped into the vector ui ¼ ui1,ui2,ui3ð Þ. So

=
uij
f¼ tez

∂ U
∂uij

ez,=uij
g¼ tez

∂ U
∂uij

e0: ð24Þ

At this point, we have expressed the steady state and its partial derivatives with respect to the preparation scheme parameters. With the chain

rule derivation, we can derive any functions that are composite functions of ss uð Þ.
Prior to the gradient descent, the cost function and constraint functions are evaluated on a large number of initializations (in the range of

1000–3000). A restricted number of initializations that minimize the cost function is first selected among those that respect the constraints with

a tolerance of 10�4 and then among the other ones until there are 20 starting points for the gradient descent. Maximum iterations are fixed to

1000 and step tolerance to 10�6.

3 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 | Materials

Experiments were performed at 3 T (MAGNETOM Vida, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany).

6 of 23 VERNIER ET AL.
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To perform in vitro and in vivo validations, a sequence was developed based on a three-dimensional (3D) FLASH sequence implementing a

segmented acquisition with a phase-centric reordering scheme. Preparation modules were composed, when applicable, of standard pulses: inver-

sion recovery with an adiabatic hyperbolic secant pulse of 10 ms, 90� excitation pulses with rectangular pulses of 0.8 ms, and refocusing pulses

with adiabatic full passages of 10 ms. The use of 3D adiabatic pulses provides robustness against B1 variations, but also good efficiency over a

large bandwidth to counter B0 inhomogeneities. The dephasing of the magnetization in the transverse plane during free precession due to the B0

inhomogeneities is not considered in the present optimization. According to the preparation results, a refocusing pulse (180o
y ) may need to be

added to preserve phase coherence, in particular between two 90� excitation pulses. Thus, during the multipulse preparation schemes, the 180�

refocusing pulse canceled the dephasing of the transverse magnetization at the origin of the T2� decay, ensuring a T2 decay of the transverse

magnetization in accordance with the modelization.

3.2 | Acquisition parameters

For the in vivo and in vitro experiments, the acquisition parameters are listed in Table 1. As the number of lines acquired per segment was fixed

to 64, four cycles were necessary to fill a k-space slice for a matrix of 256 � 256. Centric reordering was chosen, meaning that the cost function

was evaluated at the first echo, which corresponds to the four central lines of the k-space. This allows more flexible contrast.15,16 TR was fixed to

the minimum possible in the sequence (TR ¼6ms). The flip angle was set to 12� to achieve the maximum signal level without impacting too much

the spatial resolution due to the signal evolution during the acquisitions train.

3.3 | Phantom experiments

The optimization algorithm was applied in vitro for a set of 12 test tubes (Spin Safety), with different T1 and T2 relaxation times. T1 relaxation

times were estimated with several MP-RAGE acquisitions employing different inversion times from 60 to 600ms. T2 relaxation times were also

estimated with several MP-RAGE acquisitions by using different T2Prep (T2Prep with different echo times from 15 to 150ms). The estimated T1

and T2 relaxation times are presented in Table 2 for the 12 tubes, numbered from 1 to 12. Based on these measures, preparation schemes were

optimized using the proposed framework. To emphasize the versatility of our method, preparations were optimized to reach the optimal contrast

between different pairs of targeted tubes: tubes no. 7 and no. 12, no. 7 and no. 11, and no. 9 and no. 11. T1/T2 (ms) for tubes no. 7, no. 9, no.

TABLE 1 Acquisition parameters for in vitro and in vivo acquisitions.

Parameters In vitro In vivo

Flip angle/TR 12�/6 ms 12�/6 ms

Time of a segment 1500 ms/2000 ms(1)/3000 ms(2) 2000 ms/5000 ms(3)

Phase-encoding scheme Reordered Reordered

Number of lines per cycle 64 64

Number of dummy cycles 4 4

Matrix 256 � 256 � 4 256 � 256 � 32

Number of accumulations 8 1

FOV/slice thickness 300 � 300 mm/5 mm 300 � 300 mm/5 mm

256 � 256 mm/4 mm(3)

Time of acquisition 4 min/5 min 20 s(1)/8 min(2) 4 min 10 s/11 min(3)

Notes: In some cases, segment durations were lengthened in order to have a better signal level: (1) the double saturations of tubes no. 9 and no. 11, as well

as tubes no. 6 and no. 11; (2) the double saturation of tubes no. 7 and no. 11; (3) the double saturation of the white matter and the gray matter. For series

of acquisitions with decreasing segment durations, the times of the acquisition are not detailed in the table.

Abbreviations: FOV, field of view; TR, repetition time.

TABLE 2 Measured relaxation times of Spins Safety tubes with the 95% confidence interval.

Tube no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

T2 (ms) — — — — — 10�4 34�5 — 54�4 — 74�4 48�3

T1 (ms) 67�1 58�1 59�1 58�1 106�3 74�3 483�6 181�4 633�5 300�4 762�7 770�14
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11, and no. 12 are 34/485, 54/633, 74/762, and 48/770, respectively. These samples were chosen to evaluate the performance of the proposed

preparation schemes in various situations: significant differences in T1 and T2 (7/12), large T2 difference (7/11), and small T1 difference (9/11).

For each of the pairs of tubes mentioned above, two cases were considered. In the first case, the objective was to enhance the signal of the tube

with the shortest relaxation times while saturating the other one. In the second case, the objective was to enhance the signal of the tube with the

longest relaxation times while saturating the other one, that is, the opposite. For each case, the optimization was performed for a one-pulse prep-

aration (1p.-preparation) and a preparation limited to two preparation pulses (2p.-preparation). In summary, the following cost function C was

used:

C¼� Sbj j subject to Sa ¼0, ð25Þ

where Sb is the normalized intensity in the center of the k-space for the tube which signal is to be maximized, and Sa is the normalized intensity in

the center of the k-space for the tube that must be nulled. Here, the segment duration was fixed to 1.5 s.

Then we investigated the possibilities of enhancing the signal of the tube of the shortest T2 and T1 when the segment duration decreases. To

this end, for segment durations from 1.5 to 0.75 s (i.e., 1.5, 1.25, 1, and 0.75 s), sequences with a 1p.-preparation and a 2p.-preparation were

optimized.

Finally, more difficult contrasts, consisting of simultaneously saturating two tubes and maximizing a third one, were targeted. This was con-

ducted on tubes no. 6, no. 7, and no. 11, which have relaxation times distributed over a large range of values. We considered the three possibili-

ties for a tube signal to be enhanced. For this challenging contrast objective, up to three excitation pulses for the preparation (3p.-preparation)

was permitted. The best numerical solutions in terms of signal difference were selected.

The duration of each segment was fixed to 1.5 s to maintain a reasonable acquisition time. This has major implications in terms of signal level.

Consequently, for difficult contrast, during the double saturation of tubes no. 6 and no. 11, no. 6 and no. 7, and no. 7 and no. 11, TS was length-

ened to 3, 3, and 2 s, respectively.

3.4 | In vivo experiments

For in vivo experiments conducted on the healthy brain of a volunteer, the proposed method was applied to control the contrast between the

GM, the WM, and the CSF. T1 and T2 relaxation times at 3 T, as well as proton density (PD), were assessed based on the literature.17,18 The values

retained for T1=T2=PD for the GM, the WM, and CSF were 1450ms/96ms/0.75, 923ms/70ms/0.65, and 4200ms/2000ms/1, respectively.

Optimal 1p.-preparation and 2p.-preparation in order to saturate the WM and enhance the GM, like in a FGATIR sequence, were targeted first. TS

was fixed to 2 s. Then the possibility of enhancing the GM while saturating both the CSF and the WM, like in a double inversion recovery (DIR)

sequence,19 with a 3p.-preparation, was computed and applied. For the double saturation of the WM and the CSF, TS was fixed to 5 s. For in vivo

experiments, acquisition times ranged from 4min10 s to 11min.

The protocol was approved by the Ethic Committee LYON-EST and ensured that informed consent was provided by each of the volunteers.

3.5 | Analysis

The performances of the different solutions were compared quantitatively using the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the contrast-to-noise ratio

(CNR). SNR is computed as the mean signal in a region divided by the standard deviation of the background noise. CNR is computed as the signal

intensity difference between two regions divided by the standard deviation of the background noise.

4 | RESULTS

4.1 | Phantom experiments: numerical results

In this section, the numerical results obtained with the proposed optimization method are presented. Table 3 details the numerical results for the

optimal 1p.-preparation and 2p.-preparation modules to enhance the contrast between tubes no. 11 and no. 7. The numerical results for the other

pairs of tubes are detailed in Section 6. In the case of the 1p.-preparation, the optimal preparation resulted in a standard inversion recovery with

different inversion times. In the case of the 2p.-preparation, the optimal preparation often resulted in the following scheme:
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TABLE 3 Optimized parameters for contrast problems consisting of saturating tube no. 11 and maximizing tube no. 7 and inversely in the
case of a 1p.-preparation and a 2p.-preparation. Time (s) corresponds to the duration of the optimization.

Contrast between tubes no. 7 and no. 11

Tube max/min, N pulses Preparation module Signal at first echo � 10�2 Time (s)

7/11, 1 pulse 713ms�180
�
x�403ms�acq: S7 ¼þ3,9 j S11 ¼þ0:0 22.3

7/11, 2 pulses 813ms�91
�
x�41ms�86

�
x�262ms�acq:� S7 ¼þ5,5 j S11 ¼þ0:0 46.1

11/7, 1 pulse 817ms�180
�
x�299ms�acq: S7 ¼�0,1 j S11 ¼�3:3 17.0

11/7, 2 pulses 971ms�91
�
x�40ms�87

�
x�106ms�acq: S7 ¼�0,1 j S11 ¼�5:0 60.8

TABLE 4 Optimized parameters for contrast problems consisting of maximizing one of the tubes no. 6, no. 7, or no. 11, while saturating both
of the other ones. For the enhancement of tube no. 6, TS ¼2 s; otherwise, TS ¼3s.

Tube max=min Preparation module Signal at first echo (10�2) Time (s)

6/7, 11 729ms�90o
x �41ms�86o

x �606ms�180o
x �256ms�acq:� S6 ¼ 15:4 S7 ¼þ0:0j jS11 ¼�0:0 211

11/6, 7 2346ms�91o
x �33ms�86o

x �191ms�179o
x �46ms�acq:� S6 ¼�0:0 S7 ¼þ0:0j jS11 ¼5:7 136

7/6, 11 2009ms�180o
x �557ms�180o

x �49ms�acq:� S6 ¼�0:0 S7 ¼�4:6j jS11 ¼�0:0 143

F IGURE 3 Examples of cartographies that give the normalized signal intensity in the center of the k-space as a function of T1/T2 values for
the different preparation schemes. (A) Saturation of tubes no. 11 and no. 6, maximization of tube no. 7 (DIR). (B) Saturation of tubes no. 7 and
no. 11, maximization of tube no. 6 (3p.-OCPrep). (C) Saturation of tubes no. 6 and no. 7, maximization of tube no. 11 (3p.-OCPrep). DIR, double
inversion recovery; OC, optimal control.
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F IGURE 4 Four MP-RAGE acquisitions with the optimal preparations focusing on the contrast between tubes no. 11 and
no. 7. Corresponding numbers of the tubes are indicated on the right side. In (A) and (B), the signal of tube no. 7 is maximized (+), while the signal
of tube no. 11 is saturated (�), with standard inversion preparation and 2p.-OCPrep, respectively. In (C) and (D), the signal of tube no. 11 is
maximized (+), while the signal of tube no. 7 is saturated (�), respectively, with standard inversion preparation and 2p.-OCPrep. (A) and (B) are
displayed with the same window level, as well as (C) and (D). Note the blurring in the phase direction (vertical direction), as well as artifacts in the
form of concentric rings, especially in (D). The blurring may be attributed to the rapid evolution of the signal during the filling of the lines of the

k-space, leading to a widening of the PSF. Concentric rings may be correlated to an imperfect refocusing of the transverse magnetization during
the multipulse schemes, especially around the air/liquid interface, where B0 homogeneities are more important. This is more visible when the last
delay of relaxation before the acquisitions is short. MP-RAGE, magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo; OC, optimal control; PSF, point
spread function.

TABLE 5 CNR measured between the tube to be maximized (bold numbers) and the tube to be nulled for the preparations composed of one
excitation pulse and two excitation pulses. CNR is computed as Imax�Imin

σ , where σ is the standard deviation in the surrounding background.

Tubes 7/11 11/7 7/12 12/7 9/11 11/9

1 pulse 10.8 9.0 9.7 7.4 2.3 2.4

2 pulses 15.9 20.2 7.1 12.9 5.2 7.0

Abbreviation: CNR, contrast-to-noise ratio.

TABLE 6 CNR enhancement with a 2p.-preparation compared with standard inversion recovery for different segment durations (TS). The
tube to be maximized is in bold.

Tubes 7/11 7/12 9/11

TS ¼1500ms 43% �17% 90%

TS ¼1250ms 62% �9% 24%

TS ¼1000ms 101% 20% 306%

TS ¼750ms 163% 68% 499%

Abbreviation: CNR, contrast-to-noise ratio.
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F IGURE 5 MP-RAGE acquisitions with the optimal preparations focusing on the double saturations of two tubes. (A) Double saturation of
tubes no. 7 and no. 11, enhancement of tube no. 6 (3p.-OCPrep). (B) Double saturation of tubes no. 6 and no. 7, enhancement of the tube
no. 11 (3p.-OCPrep). (C) Double saturation of tubes no. 6 and no. 11, enhancement of tube no. 7 (DIR). DIR, double inversion recovery; MP-
RAGE, magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo; OC, optimal control.

F IGURE 6 Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) measured in tube no. 6, no. 11, and no. 7 for the three different optimizations, (A), (B), and (C).
(A) Double saturation of tubes no. 7 and no. 11, enhancement of tube no. 6. (B) Double saturation of tubes no. 6 and no. 7, enhancement of tube
no. 11. (C) Double saturation of tubes no. 6 and no. 11, enhancement of tube no. 7.

TABLE 7 Optimized parameters for contrast problems on the brain. For single saturation of the WM segment the duration is fixed to 2 s; for
double saturation of the GM and CSF the segment duration is fixed to 5 s.

Preparation module Signal at first echo (10�2) Time (s)

Saturation of the WM and enhancement of the GM

1 pulse 1107ms�180
�
x�509ms�acq: SGM ¼ 1:5 j SWM ¼�0:0 20.8

2 pulses 1233ms�92
�
x�32ms�93

�
x�363ms�acq: SGM ¼ 1:6 j SWM ¼�0:0 28.6

Saturation of the WM and the CSF, enhancement of the GM

3 pulses 1919ms�86
�
x�317ms�79

�
x�1830ms�180

�
x�550ms�acq: SGM ¼�2:7 SWM ¼�0:2j jSCSF ¼�0:2 81.7

Abbreviations: CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; GM, gray matter; WM, white matter.
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delay0�90o
x �delay1�90o

x �delay2�acquisitions,

referred to as 2p.-OCPrep, except that the flip angles were not always exactly 90� but lay between 86� and 92�. This preparation used, succes-

sively, the difference in T2 and T1 to increase the signal difference between the two tubes. Compared with the standard inversion, this prepara-

tion showed a benefit for pairs of tubes that had an important T2 difference or a poor T1 difference, that is, the pairs 7/11 and 9/11. For these

two pairs, signal difference increased by at least 40% with 2p.-OCPrep compared with standard inversion.

Regarding the impact of the segment duration, the results provided evidence of a benefit of the 2p.-preparation over standard inversion

recovery that was greater as the segment duration decreased. This was particularly the case for tubes no. 7 and no. 12, for which the 2p.-

preparation gave a signal difference equivalent to the inversion when TS ¼1:5 s, whereas the 2p.-preparation provided a signal difference

enhancement of 35% when TS ¼0:75s. The results are presented in detail in Section 6.

Table 4 presents the numerical results for the enhancement of one of the tubes, no. 6, no. 7, or no. 11, while saturating the other two tubes.

Figure 3 presents the normalized signal intensity in the center of the k-space as a function of T1=T2 values for the different preparation schemes.

This enables visualization of the level of signal for tissues over a large range of T1 and T1, not only those targeted in the optimization, for the cur-

rent preparations. Concerning the saturation of tubes no. 11 and no. 6, the preparation resulted in a DIR. For the saturation of tubes no. 7 and

no. 6, then no. 7 and no. 11, the preparation was close to the following scheme:

delay0�90o
x �delay1�90o

x �delay2�180o
x �delay3�acquisitions,

F IGURE 7 MP-RAGE acquisition with optimal preparations focusing on the contrast between WM, GM, and CSF (A–C). (D) Standard MP-
RAGE from the clinical protocol. (E) Segmentations of the regions of interest, which are the WM (yellow), the GM (green), and the CSF (red).
(A) Acquisition with the optimal 1p.-preparation aiming at saturating the WM and enhancing the GM. (B) Acquisition with the optimal 2p.-
preparation aiming at saturating the WM and enhancing the GM. (C) Optimal 3p.-preparation aiming at saturating the WM and the CSF and
enhancing the GM. (D) Standard IR MP-RAGE optimized with the protocol in order to saturate the CSF. CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; GM, gray
matter; IR, inversion recovery; MP-RAGE, magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo; WM, white matter.
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referred to as 3p.-OCPrep. For the three optimizations, the normalized signal intensity of the tube to be enhanced is low, except when seeking to

enhance tube no. 6 (of shorter T1 and T2). In this case, the normalized signal intensity of the tube to be enhanced is approximately three times

higher than in the two other optimizations. For the latter, the segment duration was lengthened from 2 to 3 s to improve the normalized signal

intensity of the tube to be enhanced.

4.2 | Phantom experiments: experimental results

Figure 4 displays the four acquisitions with respect to the desired contrast between tubes no. 7 and no. 11; the other acquisitions are presented

in Section 6. Table 5 shows the CNR for the three pairs of tubes numbered 7/11, 7/12, and 9/11. The CNR was enhanced with 2p.-OCPrep com-

pared with standard inversion recovery, except for the enhancement of tube no. 7 while saturating tube no. 12. However, for this latter case, the

numerical simulation predicted an equivalent signal difference for the two magnetization preparation solutions.

Table 6 shows the CNR enhancement with a 2p.-preparation compared with the standard inversion when seeking to enhance the tube of the

shortest T1 and T2 for the different segment durations. As expected for the pairs of tubes numbered 7/11 (large T2 difference) and 9/11 (small T1

difference), the CNR was improved with 2p.-OCPrep compared with standard inversion recovery, especially for short acquisition times (short seg-

ment duration). The improvement ranged from 46% to 499%. For the pair of tubes numbered 7/12, which have a significant difference both in T1

and in T2, an improvement in CNR was only observed for the two shortest segment durations (1 and 0.75 s). The corresponding acquisitions are

presented in on Section 6.

Figure 5 displays the acquisitions with the optimal preparations focusing on three different cases: (A) saturation of tubes no. 7 and

no. 11, maximization of tube no. 6; (B) saturation of tubes no. 7 and no. 6, maximization of tube no. 11; and (C) saturation of tubes no. 11 and

no. 6, maximization of tube no. 7. Figure 6 presents the SNR for the three tubes numbered 6, 7, and 11 in the three different cases A, B, and

C. For all three cases, the tubes to be saturated had a signal intensity that did not exceed 25% of the average noise intensity. However, in good

agreement with the numerical simulations, the signal intensity of the tube to be maximized was low, except for tube no. 6.

4.3 | In vivo brain contrast optimization: numerical results

Table 7 presents the numerical results for the different contrast objectives on the healthy brain between the GM, the WM, and the CSF.

F IGURE 8 Signal-to-noise ratio measured in the regions of interest (mean +/� standard deviation), which are the WM, the GM, and the CSF
for the three different optimizations (A, B, and C). (A) Saturation of the WM and enhancement of the GM with a 1p.-preparation. (B) Saturation of
the WM and enhancement of the GM with a 2p.-preparation. (C) Double saturation of the WM and the CSF and enhancement of the GM, with a
3p.-preparation. CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; GM, gray matter; WM, white matter.
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With respect to the saturation of the WM and enhancement of the GM, the 1p.-preparation resulted in standard inversion recovery, while

the 2p.-preparation resulted in 2p.-OCPrep. These two preparations gave similar results in terms of normalized signal difference between the GM

and the WM.

The 3p.-preparation module targeting maximization of the GM and saturation of both the WM and the CSF resulted in 3.p.-OCPrep.

F IGURE 9 Comparison of the OC MP-RAGE acquisitions with standard clinical sequences zoomed in on the area of the deep brain
structures. (A) Standard DIR-TSE with WM and CSF saturation. (B) 3p.OC-Prep with WM and CSF saturation. (C) 1p.OC-Prep with WM
saturation, similar to the standard FGATIR (simple IR). (D) 2p.OC-Prep with WM saturation and GM enhancement. (E) Standard T1-weighted MP-
RAGE. (F) Standard T2-weighted FLAIR. (B), (D), and (F) are mainly T1-weighted, whereas (A), (C), and (E) are T2 or mixed T1=T2-weighted. Deep
brain structures are surrounded: in purple for the globus pallidus, in green for the internal capsule (WM structure containing axons), and in red for
different thalamus regions of the thalamus (ventral vs. lateral and anterior). From the comparison between (A) and (B), we notice that 3p.OCPrep

saturates less of the WM but enhances the short T2 components in the WM that correspond to the axons; in particular, the internal capsule is
clearly visible (green arrow). From the comparison between (C) and (D), it can be stated that 2p.OC-Prep MP-RAGE saturates the WM and
enhances the signal of the globus pallidus (purple arrow) that is possible only using T2 differences, because the WM and the GP share
approximatively the same T1. Finally, (E) and (F) are displayed as reference sequences for the deep brain structures imaging. Note the saturation
of the globus pallidus whose T2 is shorter that the T1 of the WM. CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; DIR, double inversion recovery; FGATIR, Fast Gray
Matter Acquisition Inversion Recovery; FLAIR, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery; IR, inversion recovery; MP-RAGE, magnetization-prepared
rapid gradient-echo; OC, optimal control; TSE, turbo spin-echo; WM, white matter.
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4.4 | In vivo brain contrast optimization: experimental results

Figure 7 presents the MP-RAGE acquisitions with the optimal 1p.-preparation and 2p.-preparation in order to saturate the WM and enhance the

GM, as well as the optimal 3p.-preparation in order to saturate both the CSF and WM and enhance the GM. Figure 8 shows SNR for the seg-

mented WM, GM, and CSF regions. Concerning saturation of the WM and maximization of the GM, the 2p.-preparation gave a CNR that was

25% higher compared with the standard 1p.-preparation. Indeed, the 2p.-preparation was able to produce better saturation of the

WM. Concerning the double saturation of the WM and the CSF, the SNR for each of the CSF and the WM was significantly lower than the SNR

of the GM. The saturation of the CSF was more pronounced.

5 | DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This article gives a mathematical framework to optimize a preparation inside an MP-RAGE sequence in order to enhance the contrast between

target tissues based on their relaxation times. This framework optimizes a set of angles and delays for the preparation module taking into account

the formation of the steady state. It shows the potential benefit of a more complex preparation compared with standard inversion recovery for

specific target tissues and a given segment duration. In addition, this framework computes nonintuitive preparations to achieve challenging con-

trasts, like the simultaneous saturation of two tissues in an MP-RAGE sequence. The proposed preparations illustrate that hybrid weighting can

be achieved.

When the duration dedicated to the preparation is sufficiently long, the optimization converges toward preparations composed of nearly 90�

and 180� pulses. In this way, the preparation successively uses T2 and T1 decays to create contrast. For single saturation, and especially for short

segment durations, the algorithm proposes a preparation referred to as 2p.-OCPrep instead of standard inversion recovery. For the double satura-

tions, the algorithm usually results in a DIR or 3p.-OCPrep.

The 2p.-OCPrep preparation is close to a T2Prep,
20,21 with the difference being that the second 90� stores the magnetization along the nega-

tive z-axis, leading to an inversion of the magnetization. To that extent, this preparation is close to a T2Prep� IR, in which the final inversion would

immediately follow the last 90� pulse.22,23 T2Prep� IR is commonly used in angiography to differentiate oxygenated from deoxygenated blood

that share approximatively the same T1
24 but different T2 because of the dependence on oxygenation.25 In our case, 2p.-OCPrep displays a bene-

fit over standard inversion recovery when T2 difference is significant compared with T1 difference, or when T1 is too long compared with the time

dedicated to the preparation.

F IGURE 10 (A) 3p.-OCPrep MP-RAGE, (B) DIR TSE. For the DIR, the times of inversion TI1 ¼3400ms and TI2 ¼325ms came from Wattjes

et al.31 The voxel size is 1�1�4mm3, and the matrix size is 256�256�32. The effective echo time is 198ms. The time of acquisition is
approximately 6min. The DIR TSE images were automatically registered to fit the good position and orientation of the slices of the previous 3p.-
OCPrep MP-RAGE. In the 3p.-OCPrep MP-RAGE image, the WM is less saturated, especially in the frontal area; the preparation enhances the
short T2 components of the WM contrary to the DIR-TSE. As a side effect, inhomogeneities of the WM and bundles of axons are enhanced (see
Figure 9A,B). Also, a dark outline surrounds the GM as an effect of the differences of phases between the WM and the GM signal. DIR, double
inversion recovery; GM, gray matter; MP-RAGE, magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo; OC, optimal control; TSE, turbo spin-echo; WM,
white matter.
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F IGURE 11 Legend on next page.
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Mixed T1 and T2 weightings in an MP-RAGE sequence are innovative and effective solutions proposed by our algorithm when tissues share

similar T1 but different T2. Such specific cases can be found in human beings and could suggest potential applications of OC MP-RAGE. In coro-

nary MRI, the oxygenated blood and the deoxygenated blood, as well as the infarcted myocardium and the ventricular blood, share similar T1, but

different T2. T2Prep
21 and T2Prep� IR,23 respectively, have already been developed to address the problem of contrasting these tissues. In the

brain region, the WM and the globus pallidus (GP) have a similar T1
26 but a different T2 (shorter for the GP around 60ms27). As a result, 2p.-

F IGURE 11 (Left) Normalized signal intensity in the k-space along the ky direction. (Right) Profile intensity of the point spread function (PSF)
calculated in the image space. Red curves correspond to the signal of tube no. 11. Blue curves correspond to the signal of tube no. 7. (A) Two-
pulse preparation aiming at maximizing tube no. 11 and saturating tube no. 7. (B) Two-pulse preparation aiming at maximizing tube no. 7 and
minimizing tube no. 11. (C) Three-pulse preparation aiming at maximizing tube no. 7 and minimizing tube no. 11 with a cost function that brings
the longitudinal magnetization to be maximized (7) to a positive value. In practice for this latter case, preparation is similar to (B), with an
additional inversion just before the acquisition. The matrix size is 256�256, and the pixel spacing is 1.172mm.

TABLE 8 Optimized parameters for contrast problems consisting of saturating one tube (Min) and maximizing another tube (Max) in the case
of a 1p-preparation and a 2p-preparation.

Tube Max/Min, N pulses Preparation module Signal at first echo (10�2) Time (s)

Contrast between tubes no. 7 and no. 12

9/12, 1 pulse 712ms�180
�
x�404ms�acq: S7 ¼þ4:0 j S12 ¼þ0:1 22.1

9/12, 2 pulses 773ms�92
�
x�13ms�88

�
x�330ms�acq:� S7 ¼þ4:1 j S12 ¼þ0:1 59.7

12/9, 1 pulse 817ms�180
�
x�299ms�acq: S7 ¼�0:1 j S12 ¼�3:3 24.4

12/9, 2 pulses 876ms�92
�
x�11ms�87

�
x�230ms�acq: S7 ¼�0:1 j S12 ¼�3:3 70.8

Contrast between tubes no. 7 and no. 11

7/11, 1 pulse 713ms�180
�
x�403ms�acq: S7 ¼þ3:9 j S11 ¼þ0:0 22.3

7/11, 2 pulses 813ms�91
�
x�41ms�86

�
x�262ms�acq:� S7 ¼þ5:5 j S11 ¼þ0:0 46.1

11/7, 1 pulse 817ms�180
�
x�299ms�acq: S7 ¼�0:1 j S11 ¼�3:3 17.0

11/7, 2 pulses 971ms�91
�
x�40ms�87

�
x�106ms�acq: S7 ¼�0:1 j S11 ¼�5:0 60.8

Contrast between tubes no. 11 and no. 9

7/12, 1 pulse 713ms�180
�
x�403ms�acq: S9 ¼þ1:4 j S11 ¼þ0:1 27.7

7/12, 2 pulses 833ms�91
�
x�52ms�86

�
x�232ms�acq:� S9 ¼þ1:9 j S11 ¼þ0:1 76.1

12/7, 1 pulse 757ms�180
�
x�359ms�acq: S9 ¼�0:1 j S11 ¼�1:3 32.2

12/7, 2 pulses 895ms�91
�
x�51ms�86

�
x�170ms�acq: S9 ¼�0:1 j S11 ¼�1:8 105.8

F IGURE 12 Acquisitions corresponding to the signal simulated in Figure 11. (A) Two-pulse preparation aiming at maximizing tube no. 11 and
saturating tube no. 7. (B) Two-pulse preparation aiming at maximizing tube no. 7 and minimizing tube no. 11. (C) Three-pulse preparation aiming
at maximizing tube no. 7 and minimizing tube no. 11 with a cost function that brings the longitudinal magnetization to be maximized (7) to a
positive value. In practice for this latter case, preparation is similar to (B), with an additional inversion just before the acquisition. The matrix size is

256 � 256, and the pixel spacing is 1.172 mm.
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OCPrep optimized in order to saturate the signal of the WM and to enhance the signal of the GM, also enhances the GP, which is not possible

with inversion recovery preparation (Figure 9C,D). Enhancing the contrast between deep brain structures is necessary in the context of DBS for

the localization of electrodes. The standard protocol for the localization of the electrodes is composed of T2-weighted fast spins echo28 and pure

T1-weighted FGATIR,7 FLAWS,26 or MP2RAGE.29 FGATIR that nulls the WM with an inversion recovery leads to an important loss of signal for

the GP, which could be avoided by an optimized 2p.-OCPrep. Future work will investigate the contrast enhancement between deep brain struc-

tures where T2 differences are more important and compared with the standard protocol. As an illustration, acquisitions of the DBS standard pro-

tocol have been acquired and are displayed in Figure 9: a standard T1-weighted MP-RAGE (E), an IR MP-RAGE similar to a FGATIR (C), and a

T2-weighted FLAIR (F).

Some applications require the contrast of more than two tissues. In this context, in neuroimaging, DIR preparation has been used to saturate

two tissues of different T1, usually the CSF and the WM, and was found useful, for example, for the detection of multiple sclerosis lesions.30 It is

usually used inside a spin echo sequence31 and is optimized by tuning TI1, TI2, TE , and TR.
32 In the present work, 3p.-OCPrep was optimized to

saturate the CSF and WM using both T1 and T2 decays. To compare the contrasts achieved with 3p.-OCPrep and standard DIR, a DIR turbo spin-

echo (TSE) was acquired on the same volunteer (Figure 10). The inversion times used—TI1 ¼3400msand TI2 ¼325ms—were taken from the litera-

ture.31 The effective echo time was 198ms. Subjective comparison shows better saturation of the WM's signal in the DIR TSE, especially in the

frontal area. On the contrary, OC MP-RAGE tends to saturate more of the occipital WM than the frontal WM. From the article by Lu et al.,33

the values of T1 and T2 of the WM are higher in the occipital WM than in the frontal WM (8% and 17%, respectively). In the DIR acquisition, the

spin echo acquisitions tend to reinforce the saturation of frontal WM, which has a shorter T2. Conversely, the structure of 3p.-OCPrep tends

more to enhance short T2 components of the WM and appears to emphasize more the T2 variations inside the WM. This is particularly visible

around the deep brain structures, where the bundles of axons are highlighted (see Figure 9B). In addition, the 3p.-OCPrep MP-RAGE acquisition

creates a dark outline between the WM and the GM. This may be due to intravoxel cancelation of the signal of the WM and the GM that have

F IGURE 13 MP-RAGE acquisitions with the optimal preparations focusing on the contrast between tubes no. 11 and no. 7 (1), tubes
no. 12 and no. 7 (2), and between tubes no. 11 and no. 9 (3). The corresponding numbers of the tubes are indicated in the bottom right hand-right
corner. For each case (1, 2, 3, and 4), acquisitions A and B tend to enhance the signal of the tube with the shortest T1 and T2 while saturating the
signal of the second tube, with, respectively, a 1p.-preparation and 2p.-preparation. For each case (1, 2, 3, and 4), acquisitions and B and C tend to
enhance the signal of the tube with the longest T1 and T2 while saturating the signal of the second tube, with, respectively, a 1p.-preparation and
2p.-preparation. To compare the advantage of a 2p.-preparation with that of a 1p.-preparation, the same window level is applied for A and B, as
well as C and D. MP-RAGE, magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo.
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opposite phases. Indeed, the polarity of the longitudinal magnetization of the WM and the GM are not the same before being flipped to the trans-

verse plane. This has been described as edge contouring.34

Nulling the signal of one or two tissues tends to generate acquisitions with poor SNR. Also, because of the nature of the sequence composed

of a rapid spoiled gradient echo, it is easier to enhance the signal of tissues of short T1 and/or relatively short T2 (the echo time is 3.2ms) with an

inversion recovery or 2p.-OCPrep.

The spatial resolution of the resulting images was of varying quality according to the cases. For in vivo acquisitions, the resolution in the slab

direction is poor due to a limited number of partition encoding steps. To increase the number of partition encodings while keeping the same

acquisition duration, a parallel imaging factor could be applied or the number of phase encodings per cycle could be increased. For some in vitro

acquisitions, the resolution in the phase direction is poor due to the rapid evolution of the signal during the acquisitions train. It is possible to

TABLE 9 Optimized parameters for contrast problems consisting of saturating one tube and maximizing another tube of shorter T1 and T2, in
the case of a 1p.-preparation and a 2p.-preparation, for different segment durations (TS = 2, 1.5, 1.25, 1, and 0.75 s).

Segment duration Preparation module Signal at first echo (10�3) Time (s)

Contrast between tubes no. 7 and no. 12

1 pulse

1500 ms 712ms�180
�
x�404ms�acq: S7 ¼þ4:0 j S12 ¼þ0:1 20.6

1250 ms 506ms�180
�
x�360ms�acq: S7 ¼þ3:2 j S12 ¼þ0:1 20.1

1000 ms 312ms�180
�
x�303ms�acq: S7 ¼þ2:4 j S12 ¼þ0:1 14.5

750 ms 135ms�180
�
x�231ms�acq: S7 ¼þ1:5 j S12 ¼þ0:1 24.5

2 pulses

1500 ms 773ms�92
�
x�13ms�88

�
x�330ms�acq: S7 ¼þ4:1 j S12 ¼þ0:1 58.1

1250 ms 578ms�92
�
x�19ms�87

�
x�270ms�acq: S7 ¼þ3:5 j S12 ¼þ0:1 60.2

1000 ms 382ms�92
�
x�24ms�87

�
x�208ms�acq: S7 ¼þ2:8 j S12 ¼þ0:1 49.8

750 ms 193ms�91
�
x�29ms�86

�
x�143ms�acq: S7 ¼þ2:0 j S12 ¼þ0:1 40.6

Contrast between tubes no. 7 and no. 11

1 pulse

1500 ms 713ms�180
�
x�404ms�acq: S7 ¼þ3:9 j S12 ¼þ0:1 38.1

1250 ms 506ms�180
�
x�360ms�acq: S7 ¼þ3:2 j S12 ¼þ0:1 19.1

1000 ms 313ms�180
�
x�303ms�acq: S7 ¼þ2:4 j S12 ¼þ0:1 22.5

750 ms 135ms�180
�
x�231ms�acq: S7 ¼þ1:5 j S12 ¼þ0:1 11.5

2 pulses

1500 ms 813ms�90
�
x�41ms�86

�
x�262ms�acq: S7 ¼þ5,5 j S11 ¼þ0:1 39.5

1250 ms 595ms�90
�
x�42ms�86

�
x�227ms�acq: S7 ¼þ4,9 j S11 ¼þ0:1 30.8

1000 ms 385ms�90
�
x�45ms�84

�
x�185ms�acq: S7 ¼þ4:2 j S11 ¼þ0:1 50.0

750 ms 186ms�87
�
x�47ms�81

�
x�132ms�acq: S7 ¼þ3:2 j S11 ¼þ0:1 27.9

Contrast between tubes no. 9 and no. 11

1 pulse

1500 ms 713ms�180
�
x�404ms�acq: S9 ¼þ1:4 j S11 ¼þ0:1 14.4

1250 ms 506ms�180
�
x�360ms�acq: S9 ¼þ1:1 j S11 ¼þ0:1 15.1

1000 ms 313ms�180
�
x�303ms�acq: S9 ¼þ0:8 j S11 ¼þ0:1 15.8

750 ms 135ms�180
�
x�231ms�acq: S9 ¼þ0:5 j S11 ¼þ0:1 17.6

2 pulses

1500 ms 813ms�91
�
x�52ms�86

�
x�232ms�acq: S9 ¼þ1:9 j S11 ¼þ0:1 39.5

1250 ms 613ms�91
�
x�55ms�86

�
x�197ms�acq: S9 ¼þ1:7 j S11 ¼þ0:1 30.8

1000 ms 400ms�90
�
x�60ms�84

�
x�157ms�acq: S9 ¼þ1:4 j S11 ¼þ0:1 50.0

750 ms 196ms�88
�
x�62ms�80

�
x�108ms�acq: S9 ¼þ1:0 j S11 ¼þ0:1 27.9
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F IGURE 14 Legend on next page.
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anticipate it numerically by computing the point spread function (PSF) of the target tissues in the direction of the phase encoding. For a single

value of flip angle α, the evolution of the longitudinal magnetization during the acquisition follows an exponential regrowth from the value at the

end of the preparation until the equilibrium value M0S1 ¼M�
0, as described by Deichmann et al.8 Rapid variation of the signal can occur when

the magnetization at the end of the preparation is far from its equilibrium value, α is high, and/or T1 is short compared with TR. It is noticeable that

the T1 values of the used tubes (Spins Safety) are low with respect to in vivo values. This results in a blurring effect that would not happen

in vivo. Furthermore, when longitudinal magnetization changes sign during the acquisition, the PSF shape is distorted. In our in vitro results, this

happens when seeking to saturate the tissue of the shortest T1. For example, for the contrast problem between tube no. 7 and no. 11, the numer-

ical PSF is thin when saturating tube no. 11, but widens when saturating tube no. 7 (Figure 11). To correct this problem to some extent, we could

have opted for a different cost function, aiming to bring the longitudinal magnetization of the tissue to be maximized to a positive value (without

absolute value) as follows:

min
u

C u,TR,αð Þ¼�Sb,j

subject to Sa,j ¼0:

(
ð26Þ

Optimizing a 3p.-preparation to saturate tube no. 7 with this cost function results in a 3.p.-OCPrep scheme, with the final inversion pulses

straight before the beginning of the acquisitions train. It improves the numerical computed PSF (Figure 11) and the resolution (Figure 12). How-

ever, it limits the space of achievable solutions. Also, to reduce this problem of resolution in the phase direction, we could have modified the

acquisition parameters. As described in the method, the flip angle (12�) results from an arbitrary setting up looking for a compromise between

the level of signal and the resolution and is quite high compared with standard MP-RAGE protocols. The optimization of variable flip angles jointly

to the preparation scheme is currently under investigation and could be presented in future work. Variable flip angles have already been devel-

oped in this type of sequence.35,36 With regard to the TR , it was set to the minimum possible in the sequence to limit the evolution of the signal

from one excitation to the next one. Adding TR in the optimization problem, that is, differentiating the cost function with respect to the TR , sub-

stantially increases the optimization complexity and usually results in the minimal TR without introducing significant contrast enhancement.

Moreover, artifacts in the form of concentric rings can be observed in vitro in the case of 2p.-OCPrep or 3p.-OCPrep (see Figures 4D and

5B). They can be attributed to B0 and B1 inhomogeneities and pose a challenge in existing 3D T2Prep.
20,37 Indeed, B1 transmit field of the adia-

batic refocusing pulse may be close to the adiabaticity threshold, which leads to a nonuniform cancelation of the effects of B0 inhomogeneities.

As a result of the imperfect magnetization refocusing during the multipulse preparation schemes, some transverse magnetization remains after

the 90� storage pulse, leading to undesirable FID signal during the acquisitions. For a short recovery delay separating the preparation pulses from

the acquisitions, which is the case in some in vitro experiments, this may lead to the observed ringing artefacts. Artifacts are attenuated for longer

delays, as used in vivo. In addition, artifacts can be more visible in vitro, around the interface air/liquid where B0 inhomogeneities are more impor-

tant due to the magnetic susceptibility differences.

Eventually, this work, which tends towards determining optimal parameters in a complex steady-state sequence, could be extended to other

steady-state sequences, like steady-state free precession sequences. However, the expression of such a steady state would be complex because

it requires considering the establishment of the steady state on the three components of the magnetization, whereas the MP-RAGE sequence

only requires computation of the equilibrium state along the longitudinal component of the magnetization.

6 | SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

This section presents in detail the numerical results and in vitro results missing in the body of the article.

Table 8 details all the numerical results for the optimal 1p.-preparation and 2p.-preparation modules in order to enhance the contrast

between tubes no. 12 and no. 7 (significant differences in T1 and T2), no. 11 and no. 7 (large T2 difference), and eventually tubes no. 9 and

no. 11 (small T1 difference). Figure 13 displays the corresponding acquisitions.

Table 9 details, for the same pairs of tubes, the optimal 1p.-preparation and 2p.-preparation modules in order to enhance the tube of shortest

T2 and T1 while saturating the other tube for segment durations from 1.5 to 0.75 s (i.e., 1.5, 1.25, 1, and 0.75 s). Figure 14 displays the

corresponding acquisitions.

F IGURE 14 MP-RAGE acquisitions with the optimal preparations focusing on different contrast objectives: (1) saturation of tube no. 12 and
enhancement of tube no. 7, (2) saturation of tube no. 11 and enhancement of tube no. 7, and (3) saturation of tube no. 11 and enhancement of
tube no. 9. In each case, line A displays the optimal 1p.-preparation for different segment durations from 1500 to 750 ms; line B displays the
optimal 2p.-preparation for different segment durations from 1500 to 750 ms. The same window level is applied. MP-RAGE, magnetization-
prepared rapid gradient-echo.
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The code has been pushed to a public git repository: https://github.com/vernier-alt/steady_state_article.git.
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